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ABOUT SCOPESUITE

Established 2017 in Sydney Australia, Scopesuite has grown at a rapid pace now
delivering services to the world’s largest organisations in Australia, New Zealand,
Europe, the United Kingdom and USA. Our software solutions support early careers
programs such as graduates, interns, cadets, clerks, apprentices and trainees. We
challenge the norm and welcome the opportunity to think outside the box to deliver
your program needs.

For more information or to book a demo:

scopesuite.com.au
info@scopesuite.com
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INTRODUCTION

Firstly, we are going to assume that you already know the
‘why’ of your program. For example, to build future
leaders for your business or to ensure you have the
technical skills your business needs now and into the
future.
Why is this important?
It forms the foundation of what you include as part of
your program. For example, will rotations ensure your
participants are successful and your business objectives
are met? If yes, then read on.
Why include rotations as part of your program?

When thinking about the learning objectives of your program, and how best participants
will develop the skills, knowledge and experience they need, you will need to consider
where and how this learning will occur. Most learning programs will have a greater
focus on on-the-job learning and supplement this with mentoring, coaching and formal
training programs.
In relation to on-the-job learning, rotations provide a more comprehensive learning
experience for participants. It allows them to be exposed to a broader range of roles,
activities, people and clients than if they stayed in the one role.
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Rotations provide participants with several benefits including:
On-the-job experience
Increased networks
Increased business acumen
Realistic job previews
Career progression opportunities.
The benefits to the business include:
Higher participant engagement
Better retention
Job ready talent for vacancies
Better performance outcomes.
Including rotations is also very important from an attraction and recruitment
perspective. Formal development is consistently a top ranked reason for candidates
when choosing the programs they apply for.
What constitutes a rotation?

A rotation could be a physical move around the business, or it could be a change in
duties or projects. Rotations can be formal (i.e. set periods of time) or informal (i.e.
based on business requirements).
The purpose is that as a participant completing rotations, you are gaining a variety of
on-the-job learning experiences that collectively accelerate your path to a more senior
role or technical specialisation.
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FIT FOR PURPOSE

Strategically and logistically, there are several things to
consider when designing your rotation program, including:
Geographical spread of your business
Which teams and/or locations your participants can rotate
to might be limited by the geographical spread of your
business, particularly if budget is tight.
Alternatively, if this is not an issue for your business, you
will need to factor in additional time between your
rotations to allow for the physical move of your
participants. You may also need to make your rotations
longer to ensure the rotation (and the move) is worthwhile.
How your program is funded (centrally or by business unit)
Centrally funded – this usually means you have greater
control over where the participants rotate to, however, it
can also mean that your participants are in demand from
leaders looking for help with high workloads.
Not centrally funded – usually this determines where
rotations are viable. You are relying on teams who have
available FTE/budget to fund the position for the period of
the rotation. Sometimes, in this scenario it can be difficult
to keep the rotation focussed on learning outcomes.
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Disciplines you recruit (some disciplines have requirements as part of certification)
Some disciplines have restrictions around who can supervise them so that they gain
their post-graduate qualification (e.g. Law)
You may also need to consider the length of rotations and how many are viable for
participants who are required to complete post-graduate courses (e.g. Accounting
grads completing CA or CPA).
Some disciplines also require more on-the-job learning compared to others. For
example, Structural Engineers may need more exposure across the business than
Software Developers.
Number of available and experienced leaders (to supervise).
Rotations rely heavily on participants being supervised by capable and experienced
leaders across the business. A poor leader experience can be detrimental to the
rotation and the program overall.
Alternatively, you may need to consider and prepare the support you need to provide
to participants where the leader experience is not as expected.
Support provided to participants
Rotations means a lot of regular change for participants. It is important to mitigate
any stress that this change might trigger. For participants, make sure you send clear
and relevant communication regularly leading up to the rotation change. For example,
they need to be clear on who they are reporting to, where to go and what role they will
be performing. If possible, give them ideas on how they can prepare for the new
rotation.
For leaders, provide a checklist of actions required to prepare for the participant
arriving, and their first week. This will help to make the participant feel welcomed and
comfortable in the new environment.
Consider pulse checks with participants and leaders so that you can keep on top of
any potential issues and intervene if necessary.
Experience needed to be gained (what are the learning objectives?)
Rotations should be linked to the learning objectives of the program, so that when a
participant finishes the program they have gained the knowledge, skills and experience
they need to be successful in the business.
Rotations can include a combination of day-to-day tasks and special projects to
ensure learning objectives are being covered.
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Length and number of rotations
This is determined by the circumstances (listed above) within your business. As a
guide, most organisations offer rotations around 6 months in duration across an 18
to 24-month period (i.e. 3 or 4 rotations).
However, if the on-the-job learning is complex and your physically moving
participants across locations, then you might need 12-month rotations across three
years.
Alternatively, if the on-the-job learning is less complex and your participants are
moving teams within the same location, then 4-month rotations over a 12-month
period might be sufficient.
Collecting feedback from participants and leaders after each rotation helps you to
understand whether rotations need to be adjusted to get the right outcomes.
Gathering feedback
Keeping in contact with your participants before, during and after each rotation is
important. You want to monitor their engagement and the experience they are having
in each rotation.
Capturing feedback can be as simple as asking 5-10 key questions at regular
intervals so that you can monitor and assess their experience.
It is also important to include your leaders in the feedback process as there may be a
difference in how the participants are tracking compared to how they think they are
performing. You also want to know how your leaders are performing too.
Measuring success
It is important to establish what success looks like for your rotation program. This
will be different between organisations but determining this up front will mean that
you capture the right data and are able to report on outcomes more efficiently.
Data points might include satisfaction ratings, learning objectives completed,
performance ratings, skills completed, training completed etc.
In larger programs, you may also want to break down this data by business units,
locations etc. for more tailored reporting.
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DESIGN IT RIGHT

How do I identify learning objectives?

Most organisations have a set of competencies that employees are measured
against and given development opportunities to upskill. If your organisation doesn’t,
then you can use the competencies that you identified (and selected your
participants with) as part of your recruitment process.
To explain further, a competency is the
capability to apply or use a set of related
knowledge, skills, and abilities required to
successfully perform a role. Regardless of
whether you are planning all rotations up
front, or as you move through the program,
identifying learning objectives will help
provide direction when making decisions
around opportunities, preferences and
allocating participants.
For each rotation, you should have specific
learning objectives, and within these
learning objectives there might be varying
levels of capability required.
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For example, this table provides an example of how you might ensure learning
objectives are met relating to your competencies. Each rotation will
provide a different on-the-job experience depending on the role and team
outputs. Rotation leaders should help provide an assessment of exposure to each
competency.
Do I need to plan rotations at the start of the program?

This is optional depending on what works best for your organisation. For example, if
there are set learning objectives and the participants need to complete specific roles
over the course of the program to be competent, then it is easy to suggest that you
might plan and lock in all rotations at the start.
However, if you do have flexibility, then a good practice is to set the first rotation and
allow participants to provide preferences for subsequent rotations. If participants are
aware of where they have input (or options), and why it is structured the way it is, then
they will engage with the program positively.
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What are some of the challenges in managing a successful rotation program?

While rotations are extremely effective, they can also be time consuming and complex
to administer. Here are a few challenges that most program managers encounter:
Identifying available and/or viable opportunities across the business
Keeping track of participants across the business
Obtaining feedback from participants and/or leaders
Keeping track of data and providing input into regular reports
Managing preferences from participants if they have more than one rotation option
available
Tracking completion of learning objectives for each rotation
Keeping in touch with participants and knowing when intervention and/or support is
needed.
What are some of the reasons for moving to a purpose-built software solution?
Rotations are not a standard employee offering in organisations and are usually offered
as part of an early careers program. Therefore, it is not usually something that
can easily be administered through existing organisational systems.
Typically, off-the-shelf HR systems do not have functionality that supports
employees moving around the business temporarily and/or regularly. Most are built
for employees to be fixed to a position within a structure, or making regular changes
leads to incorrect or incomplete employee records.
Spreadsheets are often used to keep track of participants and rotations. However, it
is time-consuming to continually update data manually and ensure version control.
Spreadsheets provide a lot of flexibility, however there is increased risk due to data
integrity (e.g. filtering goes wrong), updates not saved, files are lost etc.
Reducing the amount of manual and highly administrative tasks involved in
identifying, allocating and tracking rotations. A rotation management tool automates
high volume tasks such as identifying roles, gathering participant preferences and
confirming allocations.
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Data is continuously updated and accessible at any time. There is no manipulation of
data for reporting as key metrics are already displayed in a dashboard for the
program manager.
Participants and leaders can provide direct input into the platform which reduces
manual handling and increases their engagement in the program.
Participants have greater access to their information, more clarity on rotation
options and an online record of their program journey.

We hope you've found this guide useful.

Next steps

Contact us for more
information or book a demo.
scopesuite.com.au
info@scopesuite.com
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